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Paul downs colaizzo

Paul Downs Colaizzo's first play Really Really (Helen Hayes Award) starred a sold-out, twice-extended run off-Broadway at the MCC. His second play Pride at the Autrey Mill Falls premiered at the Signature Theatre in DC. After developing a one-hour pilot for ABC, an executive produced by Shonda Rhimes, and writing for Open pilot Ryan Murphy on HBO, Paul pilot LFE, a one-
hour medical drama starring Melissa Leo and Daniel Sharman, directed by David Slade and executive produced by Dan Jinks, was shot for CBS. Brittany Runs a Marathon (2019 Sundance Film Festival, U.S. Dramatic, Audience Award Winner) is his first feature film. This article is about an American playwright. For an American actor, see Paul W. Downs. Paul Downs
ColaizzoBorn (1985-06-27) June 27, 1985 (age 35) Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, U.S.New York University (BFA)OccupationPlaywright Paul Downs Colaizzo is an American playwright, screenwriter and film director. Early life and education Colaizzo was born in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and grew up in Alpharetta, Georgia. He earned a bachelor of fine arts from New York University.
Career His play Really Really [1] premiered at The Signature Theatre in Arlington, Virginia in January 2012,[2] breaking Signature Theater box office records. The new production opened Off-Broadway at the Lucille Lortel Theater in January 2013 starring Sosia Mamet and Matt Lauria and directed by David Cromer, as part of the MCC season 2012-2013. McC production was sold
out and extended twice. Colaizzo entered the game on three performances in the role of Johnson, while actor Kobi Libii filmed the TV pilot. [3] Colaizzo's play Pride at the Autrey Mill Falls premiered at the Signature Theatre in Arlington, Virginia in the fall of 2013 starring Christine Lahti. Reading the play, held in New York in October 2011, was directed by David Schwimmer and
produced by Jeffrey Richards. It starred Julie White and Jonathan Groff. Colaizzo served as Script Associate for the musical Sister Act, contributing additional book material with Douglas Carter Beane. In 2015, Colaizzo's medical drama LFE was picked up on a CBS pilot. [4] It starred Melissa Leo, Daniel Sharman, and Brandon Michael Hall. Later that year, Colaizzo inked a 2-year
total agreement with CBS,[5] during which he served as executive producer and co-writer for a pilot episode for a reboot of the MacGyver network. In November 2017 it was announced Colaizzo would run the Brittany Runs marathon, starring Jillian Bell, from the script he wrote, and will also serve as executive producer. [6] Colaizzo's personal life lives in New York. References ^
Really really. Signature theater. Archived from the original on April 22, 2012. Acquired December 12, 2011. ^ Marks, Peter (April 4, 2011). Signature Theater 2011-12 season is full of the world The Washington Post. Acquired December 12, 2011. ^ Ferri, Josh (February 21, 2013). Playwright Paul Downs Colaizzo enters in really really, while cast member Kobi Libii Films a new TV
pilot. Broadway.com. June 2, 2017. ^ Andreeva, Nellie (January 30, 2015). Medical drama 'LFE' Gets CBS Pilot Order. Term. July 18, 2018. ^ Andreeva, Nellie (June 23, 2015). Paul Downs Colaizzo Marks Overall is engaged to CBS TV Studios. Term. July 18, 2018. ^ N'Duka, Amanda (November 22, 2017). Jillian Bell to star in 'Brittany Runs a Marathon'; Michaela Watkins,
Utkarsh Ambudkar &amp; Lil Rel Howery also cast. Term Hollywood. April 23, 2018. External links Paul Downs Colaizzo to IMDb Obtained from We found that JavaScript is disabled in this browser. Please enable JavaScript or switch to a supported browser to twitter.com. You can view a list of supported browsers in our Help Center. Help Center ←Old 1 2 3 ... 20 Next→ Visit the
Help section or contact us Paul Downs Colaizzo received rave reviews and awards attention for his 2013 off-Broadway play Really Really, which starred Zosia Mamet and Matt Lauria. But the playwright never made a horror film when asked if he could manage the script he wrote, inspired by his real-life friend and roommate, about a woman trying to turn her life around when she
starts running. So when they told him no, he understood, but he didn't give up. He flew to LA and made a presentation selling himself as the best person to Brittany Running a Marathon on the big screen. It's a subject that could be outrageous, it can be provocative - I'm a man writing a story about a woman who is changing her life, which involves body-image issues, and it's not lost
on me. But I knew I worked really hard to master the story with a very specific empathetic touch and a holistic and respectful attempt to capture this journey for this character. I didn't want any of this to be lost in someone else's interpretation of the story, Colaizzo told The Hollywood Reporter. In his pitch, he says, he explained, How would I handle tone and humor and make sure I
could follow through on what I wanted to do, which was to tell a funny, funny, funny story that was accessible and reached a lot of people, and that a lot of people could relate to and also focus on what interests me, what is the nuances of interpersonal relationships in the film, especially this woman's relationship with herself. Production company Tobey Maguire's Material Pictures
said yes. I've been involved in enough projects and I've seen how a character-based story can get lost in translation if it's not treated with the right care or with the same vision as was intended when it was Colaizzo explains why he fought so hard to direct his script. Ultimately my hope was to protect the script and protect the story. The story was personal, of sorts, with Colaizzo
drawing on the journey of her college friend Brittany O'Neill, whom she moved to in their 20s as O'Neill was on the cusp of taking steps, literally, to improve her life. When I moved in, we started having a lot of conversations about life and happiness and trying to define fulfillment and success for ourselves and the thing everyone does in their 20s, which is that they are trying to
figure out how to have a better life than the life they have now, and from one of those first conversations she went on her first run, explains Colaizzo. And when it happened, I thought, 'This is a movie.' I think Brittany was the funniest person I've ever met, her worldview is so hilarious, and I thought, 'This is a movie - a person who's funny and funny and disrespectful and makes all
the joke suddenly with a serious goal and tries to really focus on the vulnerable ambition, which makes her life better by doing it. that she finds control in one way or another, and for her it was running.' She points out that the character Brittany Forgler, played in the film by Jillian Bell, is different from O'Neill, saying there are things that this character has done that [O'Neill] never did.
Nothing in the film is re-creating a scene or moment in real life, adds Colaizzo. But he drew on O'Neill's transformation for his story. I was able to take milestones out of her way and see my Brittany version of that - Brittany Forgler, the character - or the emotional experiences she had to see, as if I could weave those into what the character of Brittany was experiencing, she says.
Brittany and I both take a lot of humor - we can often use it to avert vulnerability, like most people do - and it was a starting point that was true to her, true to me and really what character was rooted in. The character remained Colaizzo's central focus when he made his first film, drawing on his stage background. For me, everything is character. I think that's a common value in
theater that people are looking for in complex and fun ways, and that's what I did with this movie, says Colaizzo. I wanted viewers to leave the feeling that they saw a mirror that held for themselves and the world in which they lived, that they saw themselves in the main character and that they were able to take what they witnessed, and their sympathy and empathy for Brittany and
pass it not only on themselves, but also on the people who sit next to them in the theater. That's what comes from me enjoying my shared, dramatic experiences. In addition, although Brittany Running the Marathon is a comedy, there has been very little improvisation, according to Colaizzo. We went word for word most of the time and the story as written, just to make sure we
watched the evolution and nuances of character behavior more than anything else, while still making sure that, because they were funny characters and the way they approached things was funny, humor had a sense of relativization on it, rather than comedic gags, he says. The Brittany Runs marathon, which Amazon raised for $14 million at Sundance, is now in select theaters
with a wide release set for September 13. 1 win &amp; 2 nominations. View more awards » Page 2 1 win &amp; 2 nominations. See More Awards » Writer/Director Paul Downs Colazzio On Queerty, Always Get Our Man. We've been chasing after Paul Downs Colaizzo since we attended the Sundance Film Festival, where his film, Brittany Runs Marathon, played to rave reviews.
Amazon Studios bought the film to distribute after only one shows at a devastating $14-million one of the highest price tags ever for a film coming out of Sundance. It finally arrives in cinemas August 23. The film stars Jillian Bell (Bridesmaids) as Brittany, an overweight party girl with a few friends, a few dates and even fewer job prospects. When her doctor orders her to lose 65
pounds, she decides to run a marathon. Cheered on by her gay bestie Seth (Micah Stock Bonding) and neighbor Catherine (Michaela Watkins of Transparent), Brittany quickly realizes she has a long way to go to run, and a lot of pain to confront. Based on the true story, the film marks Colaizzo's debut as a writer and director. Finally, we caught writer/director Colaizzo for some
time chatting just before Brittany's press tour. So you've already said it's based on your friend's true story. How much of it actually follows her real life, or yours? Well, it's based on the real story in that the script I wrote was out of my admiration and respect and the emotional journey that my friend went on. Certainly. Brittany in the movie is a different person, a different character
than my friend. She's inspired by it. It's her love letter. I tried to capture the personal zigzag humour and hurt and joy and nervousness and newfound confidence she found on her journey. But as a script, as a story, it's a work of fiction. Jillian Bell as Brittany and you bring queer sensitivity to it. I totally believe Brittany as a heterosexual woman, but I personally know so many gay
men who suffer from the same vices and self-image issues. Yes. I just tapped into mine as a gay man as I relate to Brittany. Well it shows, but the really bold decision you make is that Brittany as a character is someone who is wildly frustrating at times. She's very self-depreced and self-destructive. He uses humor as a protective barrier. He's making fun of himself, so other people
can't do it first. Oh, 100%. I think it's something that a lot of queer people can really identify with, Help us. What is your own experience? How did it inform the character? It's interesting. That was definitely my defense mechanism in the past. I guess it still is in many ways I don't even know. I think it is ... for everyone – hiding behind humor. You know where her story mirrors mine is
that I didn't want to be a sidekick in my own story. I wanted to be the main character. To do that, I had to change the way I looked at myself and the way I asked other people to look at me. This led to me not estuating myself for humiliation and shame and self-denial. It meant being vulnerable enough to strive for what I wanted and to be taken seriously in this world. Related: Jake
Gyllenhaal goes gay again in 'Velvet' and 7 other queer Sundance flicks 2019 So Brittany's character in many ways comes from that experience. I grew up in Georgia, an area that was very conservative and religious. I come from a religious family. I had to do a lot of work on myself when I got out to kind of unload the armor that I put on to survive in that kind of atmosphere. In
doing so, I had to put up with how the world, as I knew it, mistreated me. So her story reflects that: she goes from being a sidekick, a comic relief, a hot mess party group to transforming into a leadership of her own story that gives her the love and attention she deserves. Jillian Bell with Utkarsh Ambudkar The second thing–one thing that really stabbed me–is the way she bes
around men. She assumes they just want her to have sex and leave them alone because she's too ugly and unsymy for anything else. I know a lot of gay people who feel that way. Where does this come from for you? Is that something you see in the community? And she feels that way because we live in a world where men treat people differently according to how they look. So
it's not just in her head. The world treats people differently whose bodies look different, you know what I mean? Absolutely. I'm gay. I know what it's like to be objectified against a man. And there's a lot of fun to it, and there's a certain strength in that, and there's a lot of trauma in that. I have to survive this despite the character. What was your personal transformation? Was it
physical and emotional? As in the film, these were small steps. It's little progress at once. As happened in the film, it didn't go into the character's voice when I felt uncomfortable. That's the thing a lot of people do. For me, my journey is a little different because I have the ability-or thought that I-pass as a straight guy. So I was inclined to be a supporter of patriarchy. Interesting.
This was the easiest way to avert the idea that I was marginalized by others. For me, it was go from these beliefs that I pretended–and in some ways had–a way of belonging to my neighborhood and this country in a way that made me not helpless, and turning that into a exploration of my own character as a means of development through characters. Then comes empathy. And if
you can have empathy for yourself, you can have it for others. The bigger message of the film, for me, about not being alone is part of my journey too. JIllian Bell with Micah Stock Let's say that too, to film is a bit like running a marathon as well. Girl... No, it's okay. So it helps that in this war for art you have a mega weapon. Her name is Jillian Bell, and she is someone who has gone
criminally overlooked as an artist until now. Yes. She's beautiful here. She is not afraid of the tougher elements of the character, or undress her own beauty to play a role. How did you find her? What convinced you that this woman, who had never made a movie before, was up for the role? I've been her fan, her comedy for a really long time. I've never directed before, so we bet on
each other. It was from our exploration interviews after she read the script. I was seeing the actors and she and I sat down and it was clear that we were both trying to attack ourselves. She needed to tell this story for herself and for the world. You know, I've never seen her in a lead role because she's never done one. She was so devoted, and we worked tirelessly to get to the
same page. In this film, the protagonist is an antagonist. She's the good guy and the bad guy. It's a story about a woman who fights with herself. To prove that way, she had to be in the actress's heart, soul and eyes. Jillian had it. That's amazing. Your background is in the theater. We move from stage to screen – not every playwright can do it. They're very different animals. How
did you customize your style to the movie style? I had to translate the technical elements of filmmaking into a language I understood. So I, coming from the theater, put a huge emphasis on the study and journey of character. From my own face, I transformed the idea of a color palette into a figure. Oh wow. And I turned the camera movement into a figure. Actors learn the script
word perfect. We approached this thing as if it were drama for the stage because the story is told word for word. In this belief that specificity matters and every choice matters, we were able to create something together that was rock-solid in a way. There's nothing left to happen. We wanted to create something cordial and thoughtful and full, and most of all, fun. So looking at
everything as an element of character was key. So one last question. Going through a whole, multi-year process, what was the hardest element? [Long pause] It's weird. Hate metaphor again, but every day is a small step. Every day is one step ahead, and the thing is 22 miles long. I've been working on this movie since 2011. I've been writing this since 2014. I filmed it in 2017. The
thing is, it's not over yet. When it comes out, I think I'll be able to look back and tell you what's been hard, but I'm still running right now. We can talk when Blu-Ray comes out. Oh my God, yes! Brittany Runs A Marathon arrives in cinemas August 23. 23.
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